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The paper revisits the debate on trickle-down growth in view of thewidely discussed changes in the distribution
of earnings and income that followed a massive expansion of higher education. We propose a dynamic general
equilibrium model to dynamically evaluate whether economic growth triggered by an increase in public educa-
tion expenditure on behalf of thosewith high learning ability eventually trickles down to low-abilityworkers and
serves them better than redistribution through labor income taxation or education policies targeted to the low-
skilled. Our results suggest that promotinghigher education implies that low-skilledworkersfirst lose in terms of
consumption and income but eventually gain. Policies that aim at expanding the skills of low-ability workers
make them better off only moderately because of adverse general equilibrium effects. Low-ability workers typi-
cally benefit most from redistribution.

© 2015 Published by Elsevier B.V.
“Since 1979, our economyhasmore than doubled in size, butmost of
that growth has flowed to a fortunate few.”

[Barack Obama, December 4, 2013]
1 For instance, the fraction of college students in publicly controlled institutions gradu-
1. Introduction

Whether economic growth trickles down to the socially less fortu-
nate has been a key debate for many decades in the US and elsewhere
(e.g. Kuznets, 1955; Thornton et al., 1978; Hirsch, 1980; Aghion and
Bolton, 1997; Piketty, 1997). In particular, social desirability and choices
of growth-promoting policies may critically depend on their expected
trickle-down effects. For instance, massive expansion of high school
and college education throughout the 20th century has led to a surge
in the relative supply of skilled labor (Goldin and Katz, 2008; Gordon,
partment of Economics, Bd. de

), volker.grossmann@unifr.ch
2013). Goldin and Katz (2008) document the important role of the pub-
lic sector for this development, particularly between 1950 and 1970.1

They also argue that the evolution of skill premia can be explained by
the pace at which the relative supply of skills keeps track with the rela-
tive demand for skills as driven by skill-biased technological change.
However, there may be a feedback effect of rising skill supply from ex-
pansion of higher education via endogenous and possibly skill-biased
technological change, altering the demand for various skills in absolute
and relative terms. It is thus not evident whether and when workers
with only basic education benefit from increased public education
spending targeted to higher education institutions.2 In fact, despite
steady economic growth, median (full-time equivalent) earnings of
males have almost stagnated from the 1970s onwards (e.g. Katz and
ally increased between 1900 and 1970. Between 1950 and 1970, it increased from 0.5 to
almost 0.7 among students with four years of college attendance (Goldin and Katz,
2008; Fig. 7.7).

2 Che and Zhang (2014) argue that the higher education expansion in China in the late
1990s had a causal positive effect on technological change particularly in human capital
intensive industries, suggesting that technical change endogenously benefits primarily
high-skilled workers.
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Murphy, 1992; Acemoglu and Autor, 2012; DeNavas-Walt et al., 2013).
Moreover, earnings of less educated males fell considerably (Acemoglu
and Autor, 2011, Table 1a).

We propose a suitable dynamic general equilibrium frameworkwith
endogenous technical change that is directed to complement particular
skills, heterogeneous agents, and a key role of human capital for eco-
nomic growth to evaluate the effects of public expenditure reforms on
the evolution of living standards over time.We investigate, in particular,
whether economic growth triggered by an increase in public education
expenditure on behalf of those with high learning ability eventually
trickles down to low-ability workers. Moreover, we also wish to assess
whether expansion of higher education serves low-skilled workers bet-
ter than redistribution through labor income taxation or education
policies targeted to them specifically. Hence, the following public ex-
penditure policies are comparatively examined: (i) education subsidy
on behalf of high-ability workers (e.g. post-secondary and tertiary edu-
cation), (ii) income transfers towards individuals who do not acquire
more advanced education (e.g. because of limited ability), and (iii) pub-
lic education finance targeted to low-ability workers (e.g., qualification
and training programs for low-skilled workers).3

Whether andwhen growth promoted by expansion of higher educa-
tion trickles down to low-skilled workers is a key question for at least
two reasons. First, the evolution of the earnings distribution has recently
provoked an intensive policy debate in the US and elsewhere (e.g.
Stiglitz, 2012; Deaton, 2013; Mankiw, 2013; Piketty, 2014).4 For in-
stance, in a widely received speech (December 4, 2013), US President
Barack Obama referred to it as “the defining challenge of our time”, crit-
icizing that “a trickle-down ideology becamemore prominent”.5 He also
urged that “we need to set aside the belief that government cannot do
anything about reducing inequality”. In fact, the tax-transfer system in
the US is rather unsuccessful to improve living standards of the
working-poor, compared to other advanced countries (Gould and
Wething, 2012). Second, upward social mobility has been proved se-
verely limited by intergenerational transmission of learning ability
and/or human capital, implying that a significant fraction of individuals
may not acquire more than basic education for a long time to come
(Corak, 2013).6 It is thus important to know whether those individuals
can profit from stimulating economic growth by promoting human cap-
ital expansion of high-ability workers. We focus on the economic situa-
tion of low-ability individuals by deliberately ruling out the possibility
of social mobility and comparatively examine economic policy alterna-
tives on behalf of thosewhowill stay disadvantaged. That is, rather than
investigating economic inequality per se, we analyze trickle-down
growth in a strict sense. 7
3 The literature on the effectiveness of programs to promote basic education on behalf
of low-income earners is mixed. Some evidence suggests that their success is limited un-
less governments intervene at a very young age (Cunha et al., 2006). However, the nega-
tive view on programs targeted to adolescents and young adults has been qualified.
Schochet et al. (2008) evaluate the Job Corps program, which targets economically disad-
vantaged youth aged 16 to 24. They find positive effects on skill development but mixed
effects on earnings. Osikominu (2013) provides encouraging evidence on long term active
labor market policy in Germany. Kautz et al. (2014) argue that education interventions
targeted to adolescents and young adults are successful if they involvementoring and em-
phasize non-cognitive skills.

4 The earnings distribution has changed markedly also in Continental Europe, although
later than in the US; see e.g. Dustmann et al. (2009) for evidence on Germany.

5 See the following URL (retrieved on May 25, 2015): https://www.whitehouse.gov/
the-press-office/2013/12/04/remarks-president-economic-mobility.

6 There is overwhelming evidence for the hypothesis that the education of parents af-
fects the human capital level of children. For instance, Plug and Vijverberg (2003) and
Black et al. (2005) show that children of high-skilled parents have a higher probability
of being high-skilled.

7 A comprehensive discussion of inequality dynamics should in fact allow for social mo-
bility. This would, however, come at the cost of losing the focus on our research question.
Social mobility in the US is indeed quite low, as demonstrated by Chetty et al. (2014). We
also abstain from modeling early intervention programs targeted to young children from
disadvantaged households (e.g., Kautz et al., 2014).
Our framework rests on the following features: (i) the government
can extend redistribution through labor income taxation or promote
education targeted to high-ability workers (higher education) via
subsidies or targeted to low-ability workers via public provision
(e.g., training programs targeted to low-skilled adult workers or
second-chance programs for high-school drop outs); (ii) low-ability
households rely on the public education system, may receive income
transfers, and potentially benefit from subsidies on higher education
via various general equilibrium effects; (iii) there are distortionary
taxes on (labor and capital) income and capital gains that are adjusted
to finance policy interventions; (iv) growth is endogenously driven by
directed technological change that potentially favors different types of
skills asymmetrically; (v) only high-ability workers can be employed
in R&D or education activities; (vi) the accumulation of physical capital,
human capital and R&D-based knowledge capital interact with public
policy in determining the evolution of living standards over time.

Our key findingsmay be summarized as follows. First, when the gov-
ernment raises public funds devoted to higher education, earnings, con-
sumption and net income of low-ability workers initially decrease
compared to the baseline scenario without policy reform. Consistent
with empirical evidence, expansion of higher education is followed by
rising inequality and temporarily lower wages at the bottom of the
earnings distribution. Only after considerable time elapsed, the eco-
nomic situation of low-skilled workers improves and they eventually
become better off. Second, an equally sized increase in public education
expenditure targeted to low-ability workers raises their earnings at all
times, allowing them to raise consumption. However, adverse general
equilibrium (growth) effects driven by tax distortions and high oppor-
tunity costs in terms of high-skilled labor use that are associated with
low education returns imply that the positive effects of low-skilled
workers are moderate. Third, low-skilled workers are best off by in-
creasing redistributive transfers (equally sized) both in the shorter
and in the longer run.

We now turn to the related literature. Our paper borrows from Von
Weizsäcker (1966) and Acemoglu (1998, 2002) to introduce the idea
that the relative demand for different types of workers via technological
change is endogenous to the supply of human capital. Standard analyses
of directed technological change models are inadequate to enter the
trickle-down growth debate, however, because they exclusively focus
on the long run and assume that skill supply is exogenous. For instance,
as acknowledged by Acemoglu and Autor (2012), such analyses are un-
successful to explain falling earnings at the bottom of the distribution of
income. Rather, we focus on transitional dynamics to dynamically eval-
uate the impact of public policy reforms when both the formation of
human capital and the extent and direction of technological change
are endogenous to public policy reforms. Galor andMoav (2000) exam-
ine distributional effects of biased technological change in a dynamic
model of endogenous skill supply. There are two main differences to
our work. First, whereas Galor and Moav (2000) are interested in the
evolution of wage inequality when the rate of (by assumption ability-
biased) productivity growth starts below steady state, we evaluate pub-
lic policy reforms. In particular, we consider the effects on income dy-
namics of a publicly financed expansion of education on behalf of
high-ability individuals versus redistributive transfers and publicly fi-
nanced promotion of skills on behalf of low-ability individuals. Second,
in our model, technological change is based on R&D decisions that are
potentially skill-biased endogenously.

Another strand of literature examining the interplay between eco-
nomic growth and economic outcomes for less educated individuals fo-
cuses, different to our work, on the role of credit constraints.8 In their
seminal paper, Galor and Zeira (1993) argue that these result into
suboptimally low human capital investments. If the wedge between
the borrowing and the lending rate is sufficiently large, inequality
8 We calibrate our model to the US, for which empirical evidence suggests a minor role
of binding credit constraints for education finance (Lochner and Monge-Naranjo, 2011).

https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/12/04/remarks-president-economic-mobility
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/12/04/remarks-president-economic-mobility


9 See Aghion andHowitt (2005), among others, for a similarwayof capturing a compet-
itive fringe.
10 Two remarks are in order: First, Acemoglu (1998, 2002) employs the “lab-equipment”
approach with capital investment in R&D. Since empirically R&D costs are mainly salaries
for R&Dpersonnel,weprefer specifications (7) and (11). Second,ϕ b 1 implies that growth
is “semi-endogenous” (Jones, 1995), i.e. would cease in the long run if population growth
were absent.
11 This simplifying assumption seems in fact empirically plausible: In 2012, the propor-
tion of young students (20–34 year-olds) in tertiary education whose parents have below
upper secondary education (12% of the total population)was 8%. Among thosewith tertia-
ry educated parents (48% of the total population), it is 58% (OECD, 2014, Table A4.1a).
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is not only harmful for growth but may also increase over time,
i.e., growth does not trickle down. Aghion and Bolton (1997); Piketty
(1997) and Matsuyama (2000) examine the evolution of wealth distri-
bution under imperfect credit market with fixed investment require-
ments for entrepreneurial projects. They identify conditions under
which growth may trickle down and argue that (lump sum) wealth re-
distribution to the poor may speed up this process by mitigating credit
constraints. In contrast to this literature, our focus is on the interplay be-
tween physical capital accumulation, human capital accumulation and
technological change directed to different types of workers. Most im-
portantly, we stress the role of the public sector for education and re-
distribution, both financed by distortionary taxation. Finally,
Fernandez and Rogerson (1995) argue, based on a setupwhere all in-
dividuals would benefit from education and differ in initial endow-
ments, that under majority voting incomplete education subsidies
emerge that exclude the poor from education because of credit con-
straints. As in our model, education subsidies are tax-financed. Thus,
there is redistribution from the poor towards the rich. We do not aim
to provide a positive explanation of the policies we consider. Our
setup is, however, consistent with the view that the poor may sup-
port higher education subsidies because they benefit from it in the
longer run.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we set up a compre-
hensive growth model. Section 3 characterizes its equilibrium analyti-
cally. Section 4 presents the calibration strategy. In Section 5 we
employ numerical analysis to dynamically evaluate the trickle-down
dynamics of policy reforms. The last section concludes.

2. The model

Consider an infinite-horizon, Ramsey-type growth model in contin-
uous timewith three growth engines: (i) physical capital accumulation,
(ii) education, and (iii) endogenous, directed technical change. These
growth engines interact with each other and are affected by various
public policy instruments.

2.1. Firms

There is a homogenous final good with price normalized to unity.
Following Acemoglu (2002), final output is produced under perfect
competition according to

Y ¼ XHð Þε−1
ε þ XLð Þε−1

ε

h i ε
ε−1

; ð1Þ

ε N 0. XL and XH are composite intermediate inputs. They are also
produced under perfect competition, combining capital goods
(“machines”) with high-skilled and low-skilled labor, respectively. For-
mally, we have

XH ¼ HX
� �1−α

ZAH

0

xH ið Þαdi; ð2Þ

XL ¼ LX
� �1−α

ZAL

0

xL ið Þαdi; ð3Þ

0 b α b 1, where xH(i) and xL(i) are inputs of machines, indexed by i,
which are complementary to the amount of human capital in this sector,
HX, and low-skilled labor, LX, respectively. The mass (“number”) of ma-
chines, AH and AL, expands through horizontal innovations, as intro-
duced below. The initial numbers of both types of machines are given
and positive; AH,0 N 0, AL,0 N 0.

In each machine sector there is one monopoly firm— the innovator
or the buyer of a blueprint for a machine. They produce with a “one-to-
one” technology by using one unit of final output to produce one
machine unit. The total capital stock, K, in terms of the final good, thus
reads as

K ¼
ZAH

0

xH ið Þdiþ
ZAL

0

xL ið Þdi: ð4Þ

Machine investments are financed by bonds sold to households. In
each machine sector there is a competitive fringe which can produce a
perfect substitute for an existing machine (without violating patent
rights) but is less productive: input coefficients are higher than those
of the incumbents by a factor κ ∈ ð1; 1α� in both sectors.9 Parameter κ de-
termines the price-setting power of firms and allows us to disentangle
the price-mark up from output elasticities, which is important for a rea-
sonable calibration of the model. Physical capital depreciates at a rate
δK ≥ 0.

There is free entry into two kinds of competitive R&D sectors. In one
sector, a representative R&Dfirmdirects human capital to develop blue-
prints for new machines used to produce the human capital intensive
composite input, XH, the other sector to produce XL. To each new idea
a patent of infinite length is awarded. Following Jones (1995), ideas
for new machines in the R&D sectors are generated according to

A
�

H ¼ ~νH AHð ÞϕHA
H; ~νH ¼ ν � HA

H

� �−θ
; ð5Þ

A
�

L ¼ ~νL ALð ÞϕHA
L ; ~νL ¼ ν � HA

L

� �−θ
; ð6Þ

whereHH
A andHL

A denote human capital input in the R&D sector directed
to the human capital intensive and low-skilled intensive intermediate
goods sector, respectively. ν N 0 is a R&D productivity parameter.
θ ∈ (0, 1) captures a negative R&D (“duplication”) externality, discussed
in Jones and Williams (2000). It measures the gap between privately
perceived constant R&D returns of human capital and socially decreas-
ing returns.We assume thatϕ ∈ (0, 1).ϕ N 0 captures a positive (“stand-
ing on shoulders”) knowledge spillover effect (for empirical support,
see e.g. Audretsch and Feldman, 1996).10

2.2. Households

There are two types of dynastic households, high-ability “type-h”
and low-ability “type-l” households, who inelastically supply their
human capital to a perfect labor market. Their population sizes, Nh and
Nl, grow at the same and constant exponential rate, n ≥ 0, i.e. Nl/Nh is
time invariant. Type-l individuals can only work as low-skilled workers
in the respective machine sector, whereas type-h individuals can be
employed in all alternative uses. We rule out social mobility to capture
the intergenerational transmission of learning ability in a pointed
form and to deliberately model an unfavorable situation for type-l indi-
viduals, motivated by our interest in trickle-down dynamics.11

Households own machine firms by holding equity and purchasing
bonds. Equity finances blueprints for machine producers, whereas
bonds provide capital that serves as input for machine producers.
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2.2.1. Human capital formation
Skill formation depends on the (rival) human capital input of type-h

individuals devoted to education (“teachers”). Let hhE and hl
E denote the

teaching input in educational production per type-h and type-l individ-
ual, respectively. Human capital levels of type-h and type-l individuals
depreciate at the same constant rate δH N 0 and evolve according to

h
�

¼ ξ hEh
� �β

hη−δHh; ð7Þ

l
�

¼ ξ hEl
� �γ

lη−δHl; ð8Þ

where ξ N 0, β, γ ∈ (0, 1), η ≥ 0, and β + η b 1. Initial levels h0 N 0 and
l0 N 0 are given. If η N 0, there is intergenerational human capital trans-
mission for both types. Our human capital accumulation process of
type-h individuals is similar to Lucas (1988). However, Lucas (1988) as-
sumes the change of human capital is proportional to the stock (in our
formulation, holding if η = 1). This would mean that individual
human capital levels grow without bounds, a possibility that we rule
out.Type-h individuals decide on their demand for educational input,
hh
E, which is met by a perfectly competitive (zero-profit) private educa-

tion sector. Examples include post-secondary and tertiary education.
The educational input on behalf of low-ability workers, hlE, is publicly fi-
nanced. Examples are qualification and training programs for low-
skilled adolescents.

2.2.2. Preferences
As will become apparent, labor income taxation distorts the human

capital investment decision. We abstract, however, from capturing a
labor–leisure choice. On the one hand, the elasticity of labor supply
with respect to net wages is estimated to be positive in the shorter
run. Hours worked have, however, declined over a longer time horizon
in many growing economies (e.g. Lee et al., 2007), suggesting that the
long run wage elasticities of labor supply are negative. In view of
these conflicting findings, we assume that households do not draw util-
ity from leisure.

Let subscript t on a variable index time (suppressed if not leading to
confusion). Preferences of individuals of type j∈ {h, l} are represented by
the standard, dynastic welfare function

U j ¼
Z∞
0

cjt
� �1−σ−1

1−σ
e− ρ−nð Þtdt; ð9Þ

σ N 0, where cjt is consumption of a type-j individual at time t. Observing
the standard No-Ponzi game conditions, type-h individuals choose their
consumption profile and the sequence of education inputs to maximize
Uh s.t. (7) and their intertemporal budget constraint (7) stated below,
whereas type-l individuals maximize Ul s.t. intertemporal budget con-
straint (11) stated below, over their consumption path.

2.3. Government

Let wh and wl denote the wage rate of type-h and type-l individuals
per unit of human capital.We focus throughout on the casewhere type-
l individuals earn (endogenously) less than type-h individuals at all
times and have lower marginal tax rates. Formally, suppose that the
marginal income tax rate is given by an increasing step-function ~τð�Þ ful-
filling ~τðwhhÞ ≡ τhNτl ≡ ~τðwllÞ. The step-function ~τ is such that τh and τl
are time-invariant for the income ranges we consider. 12 Only type-l in-
dividuals earn sufficiently little to be eligible for a transfer payment, de-
noted by T.
12 Ensuring this outcome may require that the mapping from income brackets to mar-
ginal tax rates is adjustedwhen income levels grow, i.e. function ~τð�Þ is adjusted over time.
Thehuman capital levels of both type-h and type-l individuals are af-
fected by public education policy. For type-l individuals, teaching input
hl
E is exclusively publicly financed. Examples include government-

sponsored qualification and training programs on behalf of adolescents
and young adults from disadvantaged backgrounds, such as the
JOBSTART and Job Corps (Bloom, 2010), as well as longer-term active
labor market programs, such as the Employment Training Panel,
California, and the Literacy/Basic Skills Program, New Jersey (Crosley
and Roberts, 2007). 13 Type-h individuals receive a subsidy at rate ϑ
on their education costs, whhh

E, whereas the government directly con-
trols and finances hlE. The government cannot save or incur debt.

The interest rate for bonds is denoted by r. Dividends from equity
holdings and bond holdings are taxed by the same constant rate τr. Fi-
nancial assets per dynasty member, ah and al, evolve according to

a
�

h ¼ yh− 1−ϑð Þwhh
E
h−ch with yh ≡ 1−τrð Þr−n½ �ah þ 1−τhð Þwhh

ð10Þ

a
�

l ¼ yl−cl with yl ≡ 1−τrð Þr−n½ �al þ 1−τlð Þwllþ T ; ð11Þ

respectively. Initial asset holdings, ah,0 N 0, and al,0 N 0, are given.
An increase in τh distorts the education decision of type-h individ-

uals. An increase in the tax rate on capital income, τr, distorts savings de-
cisions of households and investment decisions of firms. We also allow
for taxation of capital gains, taxedwith constant rate τg, and paid by the
shareholders of machine producers. An increase in τg distorts the port-
folio decision of households (substituting equity for bonds), therefore
affecting R&D investments.

3. Equilibrium analysis

This section provides a number of analytical results that are impor-
tant to better understand the major implications for wage income of
low-skilled workers. The equilibrium definition is standard and relegat-
ed to Appendix A.

3.1. Preliminaries

The transversality conditions of the household optimization prob-
lems and the requirement of finite intertemporal welfare levels Uh and
Ul requires the following parameter restriction to hold

ρ−nþ σ−1ð ÞgN0 with g ≡
n 1−θð Þ
1−ϕ

: ðA1Þ

As will become apparent, g is the long run growth rate of individual
consumption levels, individual income components, and knowledge
measures AH, AL. Thus, in the long run, technological change turns out
to be unbiased.

Profit maximization of non-R&D producers implies two intermedi-
ate results that remind us on the mechanics of directed technical
change.

Lemma1. Defineψ≡α+ ε(1−α). The relativewage per unit of human
capital between type-h and type-l individuals reads as

wh

wl
¼ HX

LX

 !−1
ψ AH

AL

� �ψ−1
ψ

: ð12Þ

All proofs are relegated to Appendix B. According to (12), ψ is the
“derived” elasticity of substitution between high-skilled and low-
skilled labor in production (Acemoglu, 2002). For given productivity
13 The effectiveness of these programs is discussed by Cunha et al. (2006); Schochet et al.
(2008), and Kautz et al. (2014).
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levels, an increase in relative amount of type-h human capital devoted
to manufacturing, HX/LX, by one percent reduces the relative wage
rate, wh/wl, by 1/ψ percent. Notably, if ε N 1, then ε N ψ N 1; if ε b 1,
then ε b ψ b 1.

Let PH
X and PL

X denote the price of the high-skilled intensive and low-
skilled intensive composite intermediate good used in the final goods
sector, respectively. An increase in the relative knowledge stock of the
high-skilled intensive sector,AH/AL, has two counteracting effects on rel-
ativewage rate as given by (12). First, the relative productivity of type-h
human capital in the production of composite intermediates rises,wh/wl

increases for a given relative price of intermediates, P≡PH
X/P L

X. Second,
however, since relatively more of the high-skilled intensive composite
good is produced when AH/AL rises, the relative price of composite
goods, P, decreases for given labor inputs. Through this effect, the rela-
tive value of the marginal product of type-h human capital declines. If
and only if the elasticity of substitution between the composite interme-
diates is sufficiently high, ε N ψ N 1, the first effect dominates the second
one (vice versa if ε b ψ b 1).

The next result provides insights on relative R&D incentives in the
two R&D sectors. The respective profits of intermediate good firms
(symmetric within sectors) are denoted by πH and πL.

Lemma 2. The relative instantaneous profit of machine producers
reads as

πH

πL
¼ AH

AL

� �−1
ψ HX

LX

 !ψ−1
ψ

: ð13Þ

There are counteracting effects of an increase in relative employ-
ment in composite input production, HX/LX, on relative R&D incentives.
First, for a given relative price of the high-skilled intensive good, P, rel-
ative profits in the high-skilled intensive sector rise due to the comple-
mentarity between labor and machine inputs in (2) and (3) (“market
size effect”). Second, however, P falls in response to an increase in rela-
tive output of the high-skilled intensive good (“price effect”). In the case
where ε N ψ N 1, the first effect dominates the second one, and vice versa
if ε b ψ b 1.

Moreover, as already discussed after Lemma 1, an increase in the rel-
ative knowledge stock of the high-skilled intensive sector, AH/AL, re-
duces the relative price P. Thus, relative profits πH/πL decline. The
magnitude of the elasticity of πH/πLwith respect to AH/AL is inversely re-
lated to the (derived) elasticity between high-skilled and low-skilled
labor in production, ψ.

3.2. Balanced growth equilibrium

Empirical estimates suggest that the elasticity of substitution be-
tween high-skilled and low-skilled labor is larger than one (Johnson,
1997). Moreover, existence and uniqueness of a balanced growth equi-
librium (BGE), in which all variables grow at a constant rate, requires
that the elasticity of substitution, ψ, is bounded upwards. Formally, we
may assume

1b ψ ≤
2−ϕ−θ
1−θ

: ðA2Þ

Let superscript (*) denote long run values (in BGE) throughout.
Moreover, define the human capital level per type-h individual devoted
to manufacturing by hX≡HX/Nh and the fraction of human capital of

type-h individuals devoted to education by hEh≡h
E
h=h.

Proposition 1. Under (A1) and (A2), there exists a unique BGE which
can be characterized as follows:

(i) ch, cl, ah, al, AH, AL, wh, wl, and T grow with rate g;
(ii) LX, HX, HH

A, HL
A, PHA, and PL

A grow with rate n;
(iii) XH and XL grow with rate g + n;
(iv) r, PHX, and PL

X are stationary;
(v) the long run fraction of human capital of type-h individuals de-

voted to education and the long run human capital level are
also stationary; they are given by

hE�h ¼ 1−τh
1−ϑ

βδH
ρ−nþ σ−1ð Þg þ 1−ηð ÞδH ≡hEh ϑ; τhð Þ; ð14Þ

h� ¼ ξhEh ϑ; τhð Þβ
δH

 ! 1
1−β−η

≡h ϑ; τhð Þ; ð15Þ

respectively; thus, bothhE�h and h⁎ are decreasing in labor income
tax of high-earners, τh, and increasing in the education subsidy
rate ϑ;

(vi) the long run skill level of type-l individuals, l⁎, is given by

l� ¼
ξ hEl
� �γ
δH

0
B@

1
CA

1
1−η

≡ l hEl
� �

; ð16Þ

thus, l⁎ is increasing in educational input hlE;
(vii) the long run level of human capital per type-h individual devoted

to manufacturing, hX⁎, is increasing in the tax rate of both capital
income and capital gains, τr andτg, respectively, and decreasing
in the amount of type-h human capital devoted to educating
type-l individuals, hlE; hX⁎ is increasing in the education subsidy
ϑ and decreasing in labor income tax rate τh if and only if

hE�h b
β

1−η
: ðA3Þ

According to (1), Proposition 1 implies that also per capita income
grows at rate g in steady state. The result parallels thewell-knownprop-
erty of semi-endogenous growth models that the economy's long run
growth rate is policy-independent (e.g. Jones, 1995, 2005). By contrast,
the human capital allocation is affected by policy parameters, with ef-
fects on the transitional dynamics. First, according to part (v) of
Proposition 1, labor income taxation (τh N 0) distorts educational invest-
ments of high-ability households. An increase in the rate of the educa-
tion subsidy, ϑ, mitigates this distortion. Both policy parameters, τh
and ϑ, affect the long run level and allocation of human capital through
the effect on the long run fraction of human capital of type-h individuals
devoted to education, hE�h . An increase in hE�h has two counteracting ef-
fects on the steady state level hX ⁎ of human capital of type-h workers
employed in manufacturing. On the one hand, hX ⁎ rises, as the amount
of human capital expands (increase in h⁎). On the other hand,
employingmore teachers to educate type-h individuals means a reallo-
cation of existing human capital of type-h workers away from
manufacturing. If hE�h is sufficiently small, the first effect dominates
the second one. In this case, low-ability individuals gain from raising
the education subsidy rate ϑ via the complementarity of composite
inputs in (1). Empirically, expansion of higher education has un-
doubtedly raised the human capital input in all uses. Moreover, tax-
ation of capital income and capital gains negatively affect R&D
investment decisions, thus raising manufacturing input. Finally, pro-
moting skill development of type-l workers reallocates human
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capital of type-h workers from manufacturing to teaching, thus re-
ducing hX ⁎ (part (vii) of Proposition 1).14

The next result shows the effects of changes in policy instruments af-
fecting the long run human capital input in higher education on the
steady state wage income level of low-skilled workers, Wl

⁎≡wl⁎l*.

Proposition 2. Under (A1)–(A3), wage income of type-l individuals in
the long run,Wl

⁎, is decreasing in τh and increasing in ϑ.

Because employment of type-hworkers inmanufacturing is comple-
mentary to low-skilled employment through the imperfect substitut-
ability of composite inputs in final goods production, the long run
wage rate per skill unit of type-l workers, wl⁎, critically depends on τh
and ϑ through its impact on the long run fraction of human capital
input in higher education, hE�h (Proposition 1). First, recall from (15)
that an increase in subsidy rate ϑ or a decrease in tax rate τh raises the
long run level of human capital per type-h individual, h⁎. Under (A3),
the level of human capital devoted to production, hX⁎, rises, implying
that the output level of the human capital intensive composite income,
XH, increases. For given knowledge stocks, because of the complemen-
tarity of composite inputs in final goods production, this raises the
price of the low-skilled labor intensive composite input, PL

X. Moreover,
as discussed after Lemma 2, for ψ N 1, the market size effect of an in-
crease in HX on profits for high-skilled intensive production, πH, domi-
nates the price effect. Thus, an increase in ϑ triggers off innovations
directed to type-h human capital, i.e. AH rises. As this also raises relative
output XH of the high-skilled intensive composite good, PL

X increases
through this effect as well. As a result, the value of themarginal product
of low-skilled labor,wl

⁎, increases— directly and by giving innovation in-
centives that raise knowledge stock AL.

We next turn to the relative wage rate per unit of skill between the
two types of workers. Although our focus is on the economic situation
of low-ability dynasties, considering wage inequality is interesting to
gain further confidence in the empirical relevance of our analysis.

Proposition 3. Under (A1)–(A3), the following holds for the relative
wage per unit of human capital between type-h and type-l individuals
in the long run, wh⁎/wl⁎.

(i) If ψ ¼ 2−ϕ−θ
1−θ (i.e., ψ equals the upper bound in (A2)), wh⁎/wl⁎ is

independent of policy instruments;
(ii) otherwise (if ψb 2−ϕ−θ

1−θ ), wh⁎/wl⁎ is decreasing in ϑ, τr and τg and
increasing in hl

E and τh.

Consider an (endogenous) increase in the relative human capital
level for the production of composite inputs,HX/LX, in the long run equi-
librium, which depends on policy parameters, according to parts (vi)
and (vii) of Proposition 1. For ψ N 1, an increase in HX/LX spurs innova-
tion directed to type-h human capital relatively more, thus raising AH/
AL. According to Lemma 1, for ψ N 1, an increase in the “relative knowl-
edge stock”, AH/AL, raises the relative wage rate per unit of type-h
14 One can show (see the proof of Proposition 1) that in the casewhere the derived elas-
ticity of substitution between the two types of workers, ψ, is high or the R&D technology
parametersϕ and θ lead to a high steady state growth rate, g, such that the second inequal-
ity in (A2) is violated, theremay be two interior BGE. To understandwhy this can happen,
suppose again ψ N 1, such that the market size effect discussed after Lemma 2 dominates
the price effect, and hX rises. According to (13), relative profits πH/πL thus rise, boosting the
relative knowledge stock AH/AL, all other things being equal (“skill-biased technological
change”). This effect is large when the knowledge spillover effect is high (i.e. ϕ is high),
the duplication externality is low (i.e. θ is low) and/or ψ is high. If it is sufficiently large,
the equilibrium amount of type-h human capital devoted to R&D targeted to type-l inten-
sive production declines, implying that hX rises further. In this case, theremay bemultiple
equilibria. Perturbating, by increasing hX, an interior BGE in which hX is low to begin with,
hX rises by evenmore than initially. In other words, the BGE is “unstable”. If there are two
interior BGE, then one is “stable”, characterized by a higher hX than the “unstable” one (see
the Remark in Appendix B and Fig. A.1 in the online-appendix). Property (vii) still holds in
the stable BGE. In both types of equilibria, properties (i)–(vi) are satisfied. In themain text,
we focus on the case with a unique BGE.
human capital, wh/wl, for a given HX/LX. However, an increase of HX/LX

also has a negative impact on wh/wl for a given relative knowledge
stock, AH/AL (see (12) in Lemma 1). If the substitution elasticity, ψ,
equals the upper bound in (A2), both effects exactly cancel. If the two
types of labor are stronger complements (i.e., if ψ is smaller than the
upper bound in (A2)), then the effect for a given AH/AL dominates the
one through a change in AH/AL.

4. Calibration

The baseline calibration is summarized in Table 1. The parameter
values are mostly based on observables (including policy parameters)
for the US economy in the 2000s before the financial crisis started in
2007, assuming that the US was in steady state initially (i.e. before the
considered policy reforms). We calibrate variables related to type-h in-
dividuals by values for the representative individual with at least high
school diploma and type-l individuals by values for the representative
high-school drop-out. According to OECD (2014), the share of those
among the 25–64 year-old with less than upper secondary education
in the year 2005 is 12%, suggesting that the (by assumption time-
invariant) relative population size reads as Nl/Nh = 12/88 = 0.14.

4.1. Policy parameters

Following the reasoning in Grossmann et al. (forthcoming) we set
the capital gains tax rate to τg=0.1. Tax rates τl and τh are approximat-
ed by the marginal personal tax rate on gross labor income in the year
2005 at 67 and 133% of the average labor income, respectively, combin-
ing federal and subcentral government taxes and excluding social secu-
rity contribution rates; this gives us τl = 0.21 and τh = 0.31 (OECD,
2015).15 Moreover, we assume τr = 0.17, which coincides with the US
net personal capital income tax (equal to the net top statutory rate to
be paid at the shareholder level, taking account of all types of reliefs
and gross-up provisions at the shareholder level) after the 2003 tax re-
form (Frank et al., 2012).

Let us denote the fraction of tax revenue devoted to redistributive
transfers on behalf of type-l individuals by sT, and that devoted to
education of type-h and type-l individuals by sh

E and sl
E, respectively,

sT + sl
E + sh

E ≤ 1. In the relevant case that the three spending fractions
do not add up to one, suppose that there is an additional public spend-
ing category whichmay additively enter the utility function (like public
expenditure for defense, the legal system, public order and safety). We
approximate redistributive transfers by total “government social bene-
fits” at the federal, state and local level between 2000–2007 as provided
by the Bureau of Economic Analysis (2015),16 excluding those financed
by social insurance contributions (social security, unemployment bene-
fits, medicare), education and training measures and benefits to recipi-
ents outside the US. For instance, the measure includes the earned
income tax credit and various kinds of public assistance (medical assis-
tance, medicaid, energy assistance etc.). Dividing these expenditures by
total public expenditure,17 we arrive at shares between 12 and 14%. We
thus set sT = 0.13 in our baseline scenario.

We now come to sh
E and sl

E. All US government bodies combined
spent 13.6% of its total expenditure on education in the year 2011, in-
cluding “public subsidies to households for living costs (scholarships
and grants to students/households and students loans), which are not
spent on educational institutions” (OECD, 2014, Table B4.1).We assume
that public education expenditure per head is the same for workers of
type-l (including public expenditure for specialized education programs
15 Data is retrieved from the OECD tax database on May 11, 2015 (http://stats.oecd.org/
index.aspx?DataSetCode=TABLE_I4). The respective tax rate at 133 and 167% of average
labor income is the same.
16 See www.bea.gov, National Data — National Income and Product Accounts Tables,
Table 3.12 (Government Social Benefits), retrieved on May 12, 2015.
17 See www.bea.gov, National Data — National Income and Product Accounts Tables,
Table 3.1 (Government Current Receipts and Expenditures), retrieved on May 12, 2015.

http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?DataSetCode=TABLE_I4
http://stats.oecd.org/index.aspx?DataSetCode=TABLE_I4
http://www.bea.gov
http://www.bea.gov


Table 1
Baseline calibration.

Parameter Value Parameter Value Parameter Value Variable Value

n 0.01 α 0.4 τg 0.1 Nl/Nh 0.14
g 0.02 ε 1.83 τl 0.21 Rh⁎/Rl⁎ 4
κ 1.3 δK 0.04 τh 0.31 R & D* 0.031
θ 0.5 δH 0.03 τr 0.17 Ω* 2.09
ϕ 0.75 β 0.33 sh

E 0.12 inv* 0.196
ρ 0.02 γ 0.1 sl

E 0.016 K*/Y* 2.8
σ 1.91 η 0.2 sT 0.13 r* 0.07
ψ 1.5 ξ 0.3 ν 0.2 ah⁎/al⁎ 5

Use ϕ ¼ 1− nð1−θÞ
g , σ ¼ ð1−τr Þr�−ρ

g , ε ¼ ψ−α
1−α and inv* = (n + g + δK)K*/Y*.
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for young adults which are typically more costly than other types of ed-
ucation) and type-h (including public expenditure for tertiary educa-
tion, which is about 25% of total public education expenditure in the
year 2011, according to OECD, 2014). We thus set the government bud-
get share of education for type-l individuals, slE, to 0.12 × 0.136≈ 0.016
and for type-h individuals accordingly to sh

E = 0.88 × 0.136≈ 0.12.
With a balanced government budget, the level of transfers on behalf

of type-l individuals adjusted for steady state growth, ~T ≡ Te−gt , the
amount of type-h human capital devoted to educating type-l individ-
uals, hlE, and the subsidy rate on education costs of type-h individuals,
ϑ, can be endogenously derived given the government expenditure
shares sT, slE and sh

E, respectively (see online-appendix). Our calibrated
parameters imply an education subsidy rate for type-h workers of
ϑ = 0.29, which seems reasonable.18 In the US, the fraction of educa-
tional spending financed by public sources is 34.8% for tertiary educa-
tion and 67.9% for all levels combined in the year 2011 (OECD, 2014).
These figures do not account, however, for private opportunity costs
of education which are inherently difficult to estimate.
4.2. Directly observed parameters

The per capita income growth rate (g), the population growth rate
(n), the mark-up factor (κ), the elasticity of substitution between
high-skilled and low-skilled labor (ψ) and the human capital deprecia-
tion rate (δH) are observed directly.

Recalling g ¼ nð1−θÞ
1−ϕ , we have ϕ ¼ 1− nð1−θÞ

g . Consistent with average

values for the period 1998–2006 (thereby averaging out business cycle
phenomena) from the Penn World Tables (PWT) 8.1 (Feenstra et al.,
2015), we let the long-run average per capita income growth rate of
the US economy, g, be equal to two percent. The average annual popu-
lation growth was about one percent. With g = 0.02 and n = 0.01, we
haveϕ=0.5(1+ θ). Assuming an intermediate value θ=0.5,we arrive
at ϕ = 0.75. Our main conclusions are robust to variations in θ and ϕ
which fulfill ϕ = 0.5(1 + θ).

In his survey about skill-biased technological change, Johnson
(1997) argues that the elasticity of substitution between high-skilled
and low-skilled labor is about 1.5. We thus take value ψ = 1.5 for our
baseline calibration.19

For the mark-up factor on marginal costs of durable goods pro-
ducers, κ, we take a typical value from the empirical literature, κ = 1.3
(Norrbin, 1993). The human capital depreciation rates are set within
the range of the estimated value in Heckmann (1976), who finds that
human capital depreciates at a rate in the range between 0.7 and 4.7%.
We assume δH = 0.03.
18 According to (14), the education subsidywhich offsets the long run distortion of labor
income taxation of type-hworkers reads as ϑ= τh. Our calibrated levels of ϑ and τh thus
suggest little distortion of educational choices in theUS. For the long run fraction of human
capital of the representative high-ability worker devoted to education, our calibration in
Table 1 implies hE�h ¼ 0:18. Moreover, the fraction of type-h human capital devoted to ed-
ucating type-l individuals reads as hlE/h = 0.05.
19 θ = 2ϕ− 1 and ψ = 1.5 jointly imply that (A2) holds with equality.
4.3. Endogenous observables

We need to calibrate either the long run value of one of the individ-
ual asset holdings, ah⁎, al⁎, or their ratio, ah⁎/al⁎. As shown in the online-
appendix, the long run values of individual asset holdings and con-
sumption levels are indeterminate, i.e. depend on initial values for the
number of machines, AH,0, AL,0, and asset holdings ah,0, al,0. Since the eq-
uity issued by machine producers to finance blueprints is included in
asset holdings (see Appendix A), AH,0, AL,0, ah,0, al,0 are not independent
from each other. Thus, for instance,AH,0, AL,0 and the ratio ah,0/al,0 give us
ah,0 and al,0. We thus choose ah⁎/al⁎ according to empirical evidence. Sur-
vey data for the year 2007 suggests that households headed by someone
without a high school diploma (type-l individuals) have, on average, a
net worth of US$ 150,000 (in 2010 dollars). Moreover, the average
asset holding of educated households (type-h individuals) is approxi-
mately US$ 750,000. 20 We thus set ah⁎/al⁎ = 5.

Also the other parameters are matched to long run values of endog-
enous observables: the capital-output ratio, K/Y, the investment rate,

inv≡ K
� þδKK

Y , the interest rate (r), the full-time equivalent of relative
wage income of the different types of workers (“skill premium”),
Ω, the R&D intensity, R&D, and the rates of return to education for
type-h and type-l individuals, Rh and Rl, respectively.

We assume that the long run interest rate is r⁎ = 0.07 (Mehra and
Prescott, 1985). The Keynes–Ramsey rule for consumption growth im-

plies σ ¼ ð1−τrÞr�−ρ
g . Given a typical value for the time preference rate,

ρ = 0.02, recalling τr = 0.17 and g = 0.02, we find σ = 1.91.
Similarly to Grossmann et al. (2013), we determine the output

elasticity of capital goods, a, and thedepreciation rate of physical capital,
δK, to simultaneously match the investment rate (inv) and the capital–

output ratio (K/Y). Using K
�

=K ¼ nþ g implies that the long run invest-
ment rate reads as inv* = (n+ g+ δK)K*/Y*. We use typical values α=
0.4 and δK=0.04, which gives us a theoretical long term capital–output
ratio, K*/Y*, of about 280% and a long run investment rate, inv⁎, of about
19.6%. According to the online database provided by Piketty and
Zucman (2014), the value of US net financial assets, excluding housing
wealth, as percent of GDP was 280% in the years 2002 and 2003,
which is also the average figure over the period 1988–2006. 21

Moreover, according to PWT 8.1, the average investment rate over
the period 1998–2006 is about 19.5%.With α=0.4 and ψ=1.5, we ob-
tain an elasticity of substitution between the inputs in final production
of ε ¼ ψ−α

1−α ¼ 1:83.
Our calibration of the parameters characterizing the educational

production processes, ξ = 0.3, β = 1/3, γ = 0.1, η = 0.2, are in line
with empirical evidence on observables with theoretically derived
long run values of the (pre-tax) skill premium,

Ω≡
whh
wll

; ð17Þ

the R&D intensity (total wage costs for researchers per unit of final
output),

R&D ≡
wh HA

H þ HA
L

� �
Y

; ð18Þ

and the relative returns to education for type-h and type-l individuals.
We define Rh and Rl as the internal rates of return for type-h and
type-l individuals from permanently raising teaching inputs hhE and hl

E

20 Those headed by a college graduate possess about US$ 1,15 million, whereas those
households headed by high-school graduates and educated by some college possess about
US$ 264,000 and US$ 384,000, respectively. See http://www.federalreserve.gov/
econresdata/scf/scf_2010.htm. In the 2000s, about 40% of the 25–64 year-olds in the US
are tertiary-educated (OECD, 2014).
21 Available on http://gabriel-zucman.eu/capitalisback/. Country-specific data: U.S.A.
(1770–2010), Table US.6c, retrieved on August 23, 2015.

http://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/scf/scf_2010.htm
http://www.federalreserve.gov/econresdata/scf/scf_2010.htm
http://gabriel-zucman.eu/capitalisback/


Fig. 1. Time paths of normalizedwage income of type-l individuals,Wl/Wl
⁎, in response to three policy reforms under endogenous adjustment of τh: Government budget shares shE, slE and sT

are raised by one percentage point to expand higher education (increase in ϑ), skills of low-ability workers (increase in hl
E) and transfers towards low-skilled workers (increase in ~T), re-

spectively. Set of parameters as in Table 1.

22 The online-appendix (Fig. A.2–A.4) displays the transitional dynamics of all variables
in response to policy reforms.
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by one unit, respectively, holding thewage rateswl andwh constant and
starting in a BGE.

The theoretical long run values of (17), (18) and the internal educa-
tion returns, Ω⁎, R&D⁎, Rh⁎, Rl⁎, are derived in the online-appendix and
used to set the remaining parameters. To calibrate Ω⁎, we looked at
the earnings distribution for those aged 25+ with at least high school
diploma and without high school diploma. According to the Bureau of
Labor Statistics (2015), the median earnings ratio between the two
groups is 1.9 and the earnings ratio at the 90th percentile about 2.1.
We would like to measure relative average earnings to proxy Ω⁎
which are not available, however. As the earnings dispersion is less pro-
nounced within the group of high school dropouts, it is safe to choose a
calibration in line with the notion that the value for relative average
earnings is higher than relative median earnings. Our calibration sug-
gests Ω⁎ = 2.09, which appears reasonable. Moreover, for the R&D
intensity, it implies R&D⁎ equal to 3.1%, which is the value suggested
by OECD (2009) for the business R&D intensity (BERD as a percent-
age of value added in industry) in the US for the year 2007. Finally,
we use the theoretically derived relative returns to education, Rh

⁎/
Rl⁎. The Mincerian rate of return to education (percentage change of
wage income per additional year of schooling) is found to be higher
for individuals with at least high-school education than for high-
school drop-outs attending special education programs for adoles-
cents and young adults (see e.g. the survey by Kautz et al., 2014).
Our baseline calibration suggests Rh

⁎/Rl
⁎ = 4, roughly in line with

this literature.
It turns out that values of variables in BGE canbewritten as functions

of ν ≡νðNh;0Þ1−θ , where v is the R&D productivity parameter. The
endogenous observables are basically insensitive to changes in ν; we
choose ν ¼ 0:2.

5. Numerical analysis and trickle-down dynamics

This section examines the dynamic implications of policy reforms on
gross wage income of type-l individuals, Wl≡wll, their consumption
level, cl, and their net total income level, yl. Starting from a BGE for our
baseline calibration,we consider changes in the rate at which education
costs of type-h individuals are subsidized, ϑ, in the amount of type-h
human capital devoted to improve skills of type-l individuals, hlE, and
in (steady state growth-adjusted) transfers, ~T, triggered by comparable
(one percentage point) increases in the government budget shares shE, slE

and sT, respectively. We first focus our discussion on financing rising
public expenditure by an increase in the marginal labor income tax
rate of high-skilled workers, τh, and discuss alternative financing
schemes in the aftermath.
To be more precise, for instance, consider a certain percentage point
increase in sh

E which is financed by an increase in τh. We let the educa-
tion subsidy rate ϑ adjust endogenously along with τh, such that
(i) the government's budget remains balanced, (ii) the other tax rates
aswell as the other policy instrumentswhich govern the dynamical sys-
tem (in the example, hlE and ~T ) are held constant, and importantly,
(iii) the steady state growth-adjusted level of public spending per capita
of the fourth public spending category is held constant at the initial level
(it thus continuous to grow at rate g also after a policy reform). The
government budget shares (shE, slE, sT) have been introduced to calibrate

the policy instruments ðϑ; hEl ; ~TÞ as outlined in Section 4 and also allow
us to consider three different policy reforms which are comparable
to each other. Without the fourth spending category, requirement
(iii) would be superfluous (it would trivially hold because the residual
expenditure would be zero). However, any reasonable calibration
dictates sT + sl

E + sh
E b 1.

We apply the relaxation algorithm (Trimborn et al., 2008) which is
designed to deal with highly-dimensional and non-linear differential-
algebraic equation systems. A favorable feature of the relaxation algo-
rithm is that it does not rely on linearization of the underlying
dynamic system. Our differential-algebraic system turns out to be
saddle-point stable for our calibration and is summarized in the
online-appendix.
5.1. Endogenous adjustment of income tax rate for high-earners

Wefirst evaluate the dynamic effects of policy reforms under endog-
enous adjustment of the (marginal) tax rate on labor income of high-
skilled workers, τh, to keep the government's budget balanced.

As displayed by the solid lines of Figs. 1–3, an increase in the subsidy
rate for higher education, ϑ, leads to a drop on impact and further re-
duction of Wl/Wl

⁎, cl/cl⁎ and yl/yl⁎ early in the transition to the new BGE.
This primarily reflects a reallocation of high-skilled labor away from
manufacturing (decrease in hX) on impact. In turn, the price of the
low-skilled intensive composite input, PL

X declines22 due to the comple-
mentarity of both types of labor (which is higher, the lower the elastic-
ity of substitution, ψ). Consequently, the wage rate wl declines relative
to the one in the initial steady state. In the longer run, however,
human capital of high-abilityworkers expands despite the distortionary
effect of an increase in τh. After the initial drop, hX increases over time,
eventually beyond the initial level, in turn raising PL

X andwl. An increase
in PL

X also has an additional effect onwl by raising the R&D incentives of



23 In the online-appendix, to isolate the role of tax distortions, we display the implica-
tions of the three policy shocks for consumption of low-ability individuals, under the as-
sumption that additional public spending is financed in a non-distortionary way at the
expense of the fourth spending category (Fig. A.5). That is, all tax rates are kept constant.
The dynamic effects of higher education expansion look rather similar to Fig. 2, whereas
the other two policies become more beneficial: cl is now raised through the entire transi-
tion alsowhen expanding skills of low-ability individuals (increase in hl

E); raising transfers
boosts cl the most also in the long run.

Fig. 3. Time paths of normalized income of type-l individuals, yl/yl⁎, in response to same policy reforms as in Fig. 1 Set of parameters as in Table 1.

Fig. 2. Time paths of normalized consumption of type-l individuals, cl/cl⁎, in response to same policy reforms as in Fig. 1. Set of parameters as in Table 1.
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machine producers used in the low-skilled intensive composite goods
sector. In sum, Wl increases in the longer run beyond the initial level,
consistentwith Proposition 2. In turn, also consumption and net income
is boosted unambiguously in the longer run.

Now consider the dashed lines of Figs. 1–3. Expanding skills of type-l
individuals (via increasing hl

E) leads to a slight drop in Wl = wll very
early in the transition, followed by an increase over time soon above
the initial steady state wage income level (Fig. 1). The wage ratewl de-
creases compared to the initial level in association with a decreasing
composite input price PL

X that occurs for two reasons. First, an increase
in type-l human capital raises the output level of the low-skilled inten-
sive composite good. Second, higher teaching input reallocates high-
skilled labor away from manufacturing (decrease in hX). The amount
of human capital inmanufacturing decreases further over time. The rea-
son is that increased education costs are financed by an increase in
distortionary tax rate τh, implying that human capital of type-hworkers
declines over time. These adverse general equilibrium effects are damp-
ened by unskilled-biased technological change triggered off by the in-
crease in skill level l. The increase in the present discounted value of
after-taxwage income allows type-lworkers to raise their consumption
level cl. They decide to do so particularly in the shorter run, whereas cl
declines over time below the initial level in the longer run (Fig. 2). The
impact on wage income displayed in Fig. 1 is — except in the longer
run— not substantial, reflecting the adverse general equilibrium effects
of the policy intervention under the low relative return to education of
low-ability types to which the education technology is calibrated.
Thus, the present discounted value of the future stream of wage income
increases rather moderately, with moderate effects on cl. Total net
income yl is decreasing on impact and over time (Fig. 3), reflecting
decumulation of asset holding over time.

From the set of policy reformsunder consideration, expanding redis-
tribution through labor income taxation is most effective for boosting
consumption of low-skilled workers for a long time after the policy re-
form (see the dotted line of Fig. 2). Because of the distortionary way
transfers are financed, 23 the human capital stock of high-ability
workers and thus the amount of human capital in manufacturing de-
clines over time. Only on impact the reduced teaching input goes
alongwith an increase in hX. From the viewpoint of low-skilledworkers,
the redistribution policy dominates the policy to improve their skills
and, at least for a relevant time horizon, also the policy of expanding
higher education. Our comparative policy conclusions are robust to al-
ternative, reasonable parameter sets that are consistent with the ob-
servable data.

5.2. Trickle-down growth from higher education: discussion

Our analysis suggests that expanding higher education has a dismal
consumption and income effect for low-ability workers early in the



Fig. 4. Time paths of normalized consumption of type-l individuals, cl/cl⁎, under the policy reform “expanding higher education” (shE is raised by one percentage point), assuming alternative
tax rate adjustments. Set of parameters as in Table 1.

Fig. 5. Time paths of normalized consumption of type-l individuals, cl/cl⁎, under policy reform “expanding higher education” (shE is raised by one percentage point), assuming endogenous
adjustment of τh and alternative relative rates of return to education. Set of parameters as in Table 1.

24 As in our baseline calibration part (i) of Proposition 3 applies, the change in the long
run skill premium,Ω⁎, is entirely driven by the change in h*/l*.
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transition and an eventual trickle-down growth effect. It takes about
five decades until consumption, cl, becomes higher compared to the ini-
tial steady state level, cl⁎.

5.2.1. Robustness
How robust is this result? First, we consider alternative ways how

the increase in the subsidy rate for higher education, ϑ, is financed.
Rather than solely adjusting labor income tax rate τh, consider an ad-
justment of τh along with an adjustment of the tax rate on capital in-
come, τr, and the capital gains tax rate, τg, such that ratios τh/τr and
τh/τg remain constant, respectively. Also consider an adjustment of τh
along with both τr and the capital gains tax, τg, such that ratios of tax
rates remain constant. In our model, taxation of both capital income
and capital gains slows down the accumulation process of physical cap-
ital and knowledge capital, by giving disincentives for households to
save and for firms to invest in R&D. Labor income taxation, however,
has adverse growth effects by distorting human capital accumulation.
As shown in Fig. 4, the considered alternatives to finance an increase
in ϑ changes the evolution of consumption in a minor way.

Second, there is an intensive discussion on the returns to education
particularly regarding programs aiming to improve skills of high-
school drop-outs. It turns out that the curvature parameters β and γ,
capturing the effectiveness of teaching high-ability and low-ability
workers, according to (7) and (8), critically determine the relative edu-
cation return, Rh/Rl, while playing little role for other endogenous ob-
servables. Fig. 5 displays that varying Rh⁎/Rl⁎ by changing β (increase to
0.35 to match Rh⁎/Rl⁎ = 5.4) and γ (increase to 0.15 to match Rh⁎/Rl⁎ =
1.5) has little effect on the time elapsing until an increase in ϑ becomes
beneficial for low-skilled workers.
5.2.2. Wage inequality
Is the preceding dynamic policy evaluation consistent with rising

skill premia along with expansion of higher education, as observed in
many advanced countries? Fig. 6(A) and (B) display the impact of an in-
crease inϑ on the skill premium,Ω, and the relative skill level, h/l, under
the alternative ways of tax rate adjustments as for Fig. 4. Acemoglu
(2002) has analyzed the impact of an exogenous increase in the supply
ratio of high-skilled to low-skilled labor on the long run skill premium.
His analysis requires that the (derived) elasticity of skilled labor and un-
skilled labor must be larger than two to explain a rising skill premium,
which is higher thanmost empirical studies indicate. Ourmodel, in con-
trast, suggests a gradual increase inΩ during the transition towards the
steady state alongwith an endogenous increase in the relative skill level
triggered off by higher education expansion for the empirically plausi-
ble calibration ψ = 1.5.24
6. Conclusion

The first goal of this paper was to understand whether and, if so,
when economic growth caused by an increase in public education ex-
penditure on behalf of high-ability individuals trickles down to low-
ability workers who do not acquire higher education. We contrasted
the dynamic effects of higher education expansion with those of an
equally sized increase in redistributive transfers and of skill formation
targeted to low-ability workers. In our dynamic general equilibrium
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Fig. 6. (A): Time paths of the skill premiumΩ= whh/wll, under the policy reform “expanding higher education” (shE is raised by one percentage point), assuming alternative tax rate ad-
justments. Set of parameters as in Table 1. (B): Time paths of the skill ratio, h/l, under the policy reform “expanding higher education” (shE is raised by one percentage point), assuming
alternative tax rate adjustments. Set of parameters as in Table 1.
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framework, (changes in) public expenditures are financed by (changes
in) various distortionary income taxes, human capital accumulation is
endogenous, and R&D-based technical change could be directed to com-
plement high-skilled or low-skilled labor (or both).

In the shorter run, if anything, low-skilled workers lose from
expanding higher education for an extended period relative to the
status quo. Consistent with empirical evidence for the US from the
1970s onwards, our analysis suggests that human capital accumula-
tion is accompanied by falling or stagnating earnings of low-skilled
individuals early in the transition phase and rising skill premia. In
the longer run, however, low-ability workers benefit from promot-
ing education of high-ability workers. The trickle-down effect is
driven by the (static) complementarity of different types of human
capital in goods production and an eventual increase in the level of
human capital devoted towards R&D for producing low-skilled
labor intensive goods.

Skill promotion targeted to low-ability workers is more effective
than expansion of higher education to raise their wage income also
in the longer run and triggers off unskilled-biased technological
change. However, the policy is only moderately effective for two rea-
sons. First, when the internal rate of education return is relatively
low for low-ability workers, as suggested by empirical evidence
and captured in our calibration of model parameters, there are high
opportunity costs of allocating high-skilled workers to teach low-
ability ones. Second, the necessary increase in tax rates for financing
such education is distortionary. As a result, although the policy re-
form allows low-skilled workers to raise consumption, it raises
their well-being less than expanding redistribution through the en-
tire transition.

As a caveat, although our analysis suggests that moderately increas-
ing redistribution through labor income taxation works best to raise
well-being of low-abilityworkers, there are obvious limits to redistribu-
tion resulting from growth-reducing tax distortions to finance them.
Moreover, while demonstrating that the evaluation of skill formation
programs on behalf of the socially disadvantaged should account for
general equilibrium effects, its limited role to raise living standards crit-
ically hinges on exclusion of social mobility in themodel. The modeling
choice served to highlight the comparative role of policy options if po-
tentially high-ability children from disadvantaged households do not
benefit from interventions preventing them to end up as high-school
drop-outs or similar. This is, unfortunately, not unrealistic for the
time-being. It would be interesting, however, to direct future research
on education programs (possibly early in the childhood) which
promotes social mobility and comparatively dynamically evaluate
them vis-à-vis other policy interventions from a general equilibrium
perspective.
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Appendix A. Definition of equilibrium

Denote sizes of “type-h” and “type-l”households byNh N 0 andNl N 0,
respectively. Let PHX and PL

X denote the price of the high-skilled intensive
and low-skilled intensive composite intermediate good used in the final
goods sector, respectively, and pH(i), pL(i) the prices of machine i in the
respective composite input sector. Moreover, let PHA and PL

A denote the
present discounted value of the profit stream generated by an innova-
tion in the low-skilled and high-skilled intensive sector, respectively.
These are equal to equity prices. There are no arbitrage possibilities in
the financial market; thus, the after-tax returns from equity (capital
gains and dividends) in both sectors and bonds and must be equal:

1−τg
� � P� AH

P A
H

þ 1−τrð Þ πH

PA
H

¼ 1−τg
� � P� AL

P A
L

þ 1−τrð Þ πL

P A
L

¼ 1−τrð Þr: ð19Þ

For given policy parameters (τg, τr, τh, τl, T, hlE, ϑ), an equilibrium

consists of time paths for quantities {Ht
X, LtX, HHt

A HA
Lt ; ht ; h

E
ht ;XHt ;XLt ;

fxHtðiÞgi∈½0;AHt �
; fxLtðiÞgi∈½0;ALt �;AHt ;ALt ; cht ; clt ; aht ; altg and prices fPX

Ht ; P
X
Lt ;

fpHtðiÞgi∈½0;AHt �
; fpLtðiÞgi∈½0;ALt �; P

A
Ht ; P

A
Lt ;wht ;wlt ; rtg such that

1. R&D firms and producers of the final good, the composite intermedi-
ate goods, and machines maximize profits25;

2. taking factor prices as given, type-hhouseholds choose the consump-
tion path {cht}t = 0

∞ and teaching inputs {hhtE }t = 0
∞ to maximize utility

Uh s.t. (7) and (7); type-l households choose the consumption path
{clt}t = 0

∞ to maximize Ul s.t. (11); 26

3. the no-arbitrage conditions (19) in the financial market hold;
4. the total value of assets (owned by households) fulfills

Nhah þ Nlal ¼ K þ PA
HAH þ PA

L AL; ð20Þ

where K is given by (4).
5. the labor markets for type-h and type-l workers clear:

HX þ HA
H þ HA

L þ Nhh
E
h þ Nlh

E
l ¼ Nhh; ð21Þ

LX ¼ Nll: ð22Þ

Appendix B. Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. According to (1), inverse demand functions in the
composite input sectors are given by

PX
H ¼ ∂Y

∂XH
¼ Y

XH

� �1
ε

; PX
L ¼ ∂Y

∂XL
¼ Y

XL

� �1
ε

: ð23Þ

Thus, relative intermediate goods demand is given by

XH

XL
¼ PX

H

PX
L

 !−ε

ð24Þ

According to (3), the inverse demand for machine i in the human
capital intensive sector is pH(i) = αPHX(HX/xH(i))α − 1. Machine pro-
ducers, being able to transform one unit of the final good to one unit
of output, have marginal production costs equal to the sum of the inter-
est rate and the capital depreciation rate, r+ δK. In absence of a compet-
itive fringe, the incumbent's profit-maximizing pricewould be (r+ δK)/
α. A price equal to κ(r + δK) (the marginal cost of the competitive
25 This implies that the composite intermediate goods markets and the market for ma-
chines clear.
26 Households also observe standard non-negativity constraints which lead to
transversality conditions (see the proof of Proposition 1).
fringe) is themaximal price, however, a producer can set without losing
the entire demand. Since κ ≤ 1/α, it is also the optimal price. Thus, with
pH(i) = pL(i) = κ(r + δK) for all i,

xH ið Þ ¼ xH ¼ αPX
H

κ r þ δKð Þ

 ! 1
1−α

HX ⇒
2ð Þ

XH ¼ AHH
X αPX

H

κ r þ δKð Þ

 ! α
1−α

; ð25Þ

xL ið Þ ¼ xL ¼ αPX
L

κ r þ δKð Þ

 ! 1
1−α

LX ⇒
3ð Þ

XL ¼ ALL
X αPX

L

κ r þ δKð Þ

 ! α
1−α

; ð26Þ

Hence, relative supply of composite inputs is

XH

XL
¼ AHH

X

ALL
X

PX
H

PX
L

 ! α
1−α

: ð27Þ

Equating the right-hand sides of (24) and (27) and using ψ =
α+ ε(1−α) leads to an expression for the relative price of the compos-
ite inputs,

P ≡
PX
H

PX
L

¼ AHH
X

ALL
X

 !−1−α
ψ

; ð28Þ

which is inversely related to the relative “efficiency units” of high-

skilled to low-skilled labor in production activities, AHH
X

ALL
X .

According to (2) and (3), wage rates per unit of high-skilled and
low-skilled labor are given by wh = PH

X(1 − α)XH/HX and wl =
PL
X(1 − α)XL/LX, respectively. Dividing both equations and using both

(27) and (28) confirms (12). ■

Proof of Lemma 2. According to (25) and (26), the instantaneous
profits of machine producers, πH = (κ − 1)(r + δK)xH and πL =
(κ − 1)(r + δK)xL, read as

πH ¼ κ−1ð Þ α
κ
PX
H

� � 1
1−α

r þ δKð Þ− α
1−αHX ; ð29Þ

πL ¼ κ−1ð Þ α
κ
PX
L

� � 1
1−α

r þ δKð Þ− α
1−αLX : ð30Þ

Dividing both expressions, substituting (28) and noting from the
definition of ψ that α

1−α ¼ ε−ψ
ψ−1 confirms (13). ■

Proof of Proposition 1. First, we define lX≡LX/Nh, hX≡HX/Nh, and the
relative population size χ≡Nl/Nh. We also define hk

A≡Hk
A/Nh, pkA≡PkA/Nh,

k ∈ {H, L}. With these definitions we can rewrite labor market clearing
conditions (21) and (22) as

hX þ hAH þ hAL þ hEh þ χhEl ¼ h; ð31Þ

lX ¼ χl: ð32Þ

Moreover, let ~zt ≡ zte−gt for z∈ {T, ch, cl, ah, al,wh,wl, Ah,Al}. That is, if a
variable z growswith rate g in the long run, then~z is stationary. Combin-
ing (4) and (20) and substituting both (25) and (26), we then have

~ah þ χ~al ¼ ~AH
α

κ r þ δKð Þ P
X
H

� � 1
1−α

hXþ

~AL
α

κ r þ δKð Þ P
X
L

� � 1
1−α

lX þ pAH~AH þ pAL ~AL:

ð33Þ

The representative R&D firm which directs R&D effort to the human
capital intensive sector maximizes

PA
HA

�

H−whH
A
H ¼ PA

H
~νH AHð ÞϕHA

H−whH
A
H; ð34Þ
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taking AH and ~νH as given. Analogously for the R&D sector targeted to
machines which are complementary to low-skilled labor. Thus, using
(7) and (11), we have

PA
Hν AHð Þϕ HA

H

� �−θ
¼ PA

Lν ALð Þϕ HA
L

� �−θ
¼ wh: ð35Þ

Defineν ≡νðNh;0Þ1−θ and recall g ¼ ð1−θÞn
1−ϕ . According to (35), we can

then write

pAHν ~AH

� �ϕ−1
hAH
� �−θ

¼ ~wh
~AH

; ð36Þ

pALν ~AL

� �ϕ−1
hAL
� �−θ

¼ ~wh
~AL

: ð37Þ

We turn next to composite input prices. Combining (23) with (1)
implies

PX
H ¼ 1þ XH

XL

� �−ε−1
ε

" # 1
ε−1

; ð38Þ

PX
L ¼ 1þ XH

XL

� �ε−1
ε

" # 1
ε−1

: ð39Þ

Substituting (28) into (24) we find

XH

XL
¼ AHH

X

ALL
X

 ! ε 1−αð Þ
ε 1−αð Þþα

: ð40Þ

Substituting (40) into (38) and (39), and using AH/AL = ÃH/ÃL, HX/
LX = hX/lX and ψ = ε(1− α) + α, we obtain

PX
H ¼ 1þ

~AHh
X

~ALl
X

 !−ψ−1
ψ

2
4

3
5

1
ε−1

; ð41Þ

PX
L ¼ 1þ

~AHh
X

~ALl
X

 !ψ−1
ψ

2
4

3
5

1
ε−1

: ð42Þ

The current-value Hamiltonian which corresponds to the optimiza-
tion problem of a type-h household (see Definition 1) is given by

Hh ¼ chð Þ1−σ−1
1−σ

þ μ ξ hEh
� �β

hη−δHh
� �

þ

λ 1−τrð Þr−n½ �ah þ 1−τhð Þwhh− 1−ϑð Þwhh
E
h−ch

� �
;

ð43Þ

where μ and λ are multipliers (co-state variables) associated with
constraints (7) and (7), respectively. Necessary optimality conditions
are ∂Hh=∂ch ¼ ∂Hh=∂h

E
h ¼ 0 (control variables), μ

� ¼ ðρ−nÞμ−∂Hh=∂h,
λ
� ¼ ðρ−nÞλ−∂Hh=∂ah (state variables), and the corresponding
transversality conditions. Thus,

λ ¼ chð Þ−σ ; ð44Þ

μβξ hEh
� �β−1

hη ¼ λ 1−ϑð Þwh; ð45Þ

μ
�

μ
¼ ρ−n−ηξh hEh

� �β
hη−1 þ δH−

λ
μ

1−τhð Þwh; ð46Þ

λ
�

λ
¼ ρ− 1−τrð Þr; ð47Þ
lim
t→∞

μ te
− ρ−nð Þtht ¼ 0; ð48Þ

lim
t→∞

λte− ρ−nð Þtaht ¼ 0: ð49Þ

Differentiating (44) with respect to time and using (47) as well as
~ch ¼ che−gt , we obtain Euler equation

~c
�

h

~ch
¼ 1−τrð Þr−ρ

σ
−g: ð50Þ

Define mt≡μte(σ − 1)gt and recall definition hEh ¼ hEh=h. Combining
(44) and (45) we can then write

mξβ hEh
� �β−1

hηþβ−1 ¼ ~chð Þ−σ 1−ϑð Þ ~wh ð51Þ

(recall ~wh ¼ whe−gt). Moreover, combining (45) and (46) and making
use of (44) and (51),

m
�

m
¼ δH þ ρ−nþ σ−1ð Þg− ηhEh þ β

1−τh
1−ϑ

� �
ξ hEh
� �β−1

hβþη−1
: ð52Þ

Moreover, (7) can be written as

~a
�

h
~ah

¼ 1−τrð Þr−nþ 1−τhð Þ ~whh
~ah

− 1−ϑð Þ ~whh
E
h

~ah
−

~ch
~ah

−g: ð53Þ

For low-skilled individuals (who decide about their consumption
profile only), we find analogously to (50) that

~c
�

l

~cl
¼ 1−τrð Þr−ρ

σ
−g: ð54Þ

By using (11) we also obtain

~a
�

l
~al

¼ 1−τrð Þr−nþ 1−τlð Þ ~wll
~al

−
~cl
~al
þ

~T
~al
−g: ð55Þ

Using Ak = Ãke
gt, Hk

A = Nhhk
A, k ∈ {H, L}, as well asNh,t= Nh,0e

nt,ν ¼
νðNh;0Þ1−θ and g ¼ ð1−θÞn

1−ϕ we can rewrite (7) and (11) as

~A
�

H

~AH
¼ ν ~AH

� �ϕ−1
hAH
� �1−θ

−g; ð56Þ

~A
�

L

~AL
¼ ν ~AL

� �ϕ−1
hAL
� �1−θ

−g: ð57Þ

Recall that competitive wage rates read as wh = PH
X(1 − α)XH/HX

and wl = PL
X(1 − α)XL/LX. Combining these expressions with (25) and

(26), respectively, we find for adjusted wage rates:

~wh ¼ 1−αð Þ α
κ r þ δKð Þ
� � α

1−α
~AH PX

H

� � 1
1−α

; ð58Þ

~wl ¼ 1−αð Þ α
κ r þ δKð Þ
� � α

1−α
~AL PX

L

� � 1
1−α

: ð59Þ

Substituting (29) and (30) into (19) implies

p
� A
H þ npA

H ¼ 1−τr
1−τg

rpAH−
κ−1ð Þ α

κ P
X
H

� � 1
1−α

hX

r þ δKð Þ α
1−α

0
B@

1
CA; ð60Þ

p
� A
L þ npAL ¼ 1−τr

1−τg
rpAL−

κ−1ð Þ α
κ P

X
L

� � 1
1−α

lX

r þ δKð Þ α
1−α

0
B@

1
CA: ð61Þ



27 Ifϱ b 0,meaning that assumption (A2) is violated, the right-hand side of (75) is strictly
increasing and concave in hX, goes to−∞ for hX→ 0 and approaches a strictly positive val-
ue for hX→ ∞. Thus, in this case, either two solutions or no solution for hX as given by (75)
exist. Two solutions means that two interior BGE exist, one stable and one unstable (see
online-appendix for a numerical example). If no solution to (75) exists, then hX=0would
hold in BGE.
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In sum, the dynamical system is given by (7), (31)–(33), (36), (37),
(41), (42) and (50)–(61).

To prove that a steady state with the properties stated in
Proposition 1 exists, we need to show that hkA, pk

A, Pk
X, Ãk (k ∈ {H, L}), lX,

hX, hhE, h, ~T , ~c j , ãj, ~wj ( j ∈ {l, h}), r and m are stationary in the long run.
To see this, we next derive steady state values of the just derived dy-
namical system.

First, set ḣ = 0 and use hEh ¼ hEhh in (7) to find ξðhEhÞ
β
hβþη−1 ¼ δH ,

which confirms (15). Using ξhβþη−1 ¼ δHðhEhÞ
−β

in (52) and setting
ṁ=0 gives us (14). This confirms part (v). Note that h⁎ and hE�h are in-
deed time-invariant (i.e., ḣ=0 for t→∞), as claimed in part (iv). Setting
l
�

¼ 0 in (8) confirms (16) in part (vi).
Next, set ~c

�

h ¼ 0 in (50) to find that the long run interest rate, r⁎, is
given by

r� ¼ ρþ σg
1−τr

: ð62Þ

Thus, also ~c
�

l ¼ 0 holds, according to (54). Next, set ~A
�

H ¼ ~A
�

L ¼ 0 in
(56) and (57) to obtain

~AH ¼
ν hAH
� �1−θ

g

0
B@

1
CA

1
1−ϕ

; ð63Þ

~AL ¼
ν hAL
� �1−θ

g

0
B@

1
CA

1
1−ϕ

; ð64Þ

respectively, or νð~AkÞ
ϕ−1 ¼ ðhAk Þ

θ−1
g, k∈ {H, L}. Using the latter together

with (58) in (36) and (37) yields

pAH ¼ 1−αð Þ α
κ r þ δKð Þ
� � α

1−α

PX
H

� � 1
1−α hAH

g
; ð65Þ

pAL ¼ 1−αð Þ α
κ r þ δKð Þ
� � α

1−α

PX
H

� � 1
1−α hAL

g

~AH

~AL
; ð66Þ

respectively. Now substitute (62) and (65) into (60) and set ṗHA = 0 to
find

hAH ¼ Γ τr; τg
� �

hX ; ð67Þ

where

Γ τr ; τg
� �

≡
1−

1
κ

1
α
−1

1−τrð Þg
ρþ σg− 1−τg

� �
n
: ð68Þ

Note that Γ N 0 under (A1). Similarly, substituting (62) and (66) into
(61) and setting ṗ L

A = 0 we obtain

hAL ¼ Γ τr; τg
� �

lX

P
1

1−α
~AH

~AL

: ð69Þ

From (67) and (69) we get

hAH
hAL

¼
~AH

~AL

hX

lX
P

1
1−α : ð70Þ
Moreover, (63) and (64) imply that

~AH

~AL
¼ hAH

hAL

 !1−θ
1−ϕ

¼ hX

lX
P

1
1−α

 !−1−θ
ϕ−θ

; ð71Þ

where the latter equation follows after substituting (70).
Next, substitute AH/AL = ÃH/ÃL as given by (71) into (28), and use

HX/LX = hX/lX to obtain

P
1

1−α ¼ hX

lX

 !− 1−ϕ
1−θ−ψ ϕ−θð Þ

: ð72Þ

According to assumption (A2), ψ N 1 and 2 − ϕ − ψ + θ(ψ − 1) =
1 − θ − ψ(ϕ − θ) − (ψ − 1)(1 − ϕ) N 0, implying 1 − θ − ψ(ϕ −
θ) N 0. Hence, the relative composite input price, P, and relative employ-
ment in input production, hX/lX, are negatively related under (A2).

Substituting (71) and into (69) and using (72) then leads to

hAL ¼ Γ τr ; τg
� �

hX
� �ϱ

lX
� �1−ϱ

; where ð73Þ

ϱ ≡
2−ϕ−ψþ θ ψ−1ð Þ
1−θ−ψ ϕ−θð Þ ð74Þ

(thus, 1−ϱ ¼ ðψ−1Þð1−ϕÞ
1−θ−ψðϕ−θÞ). According to assumption (A2), 0 ≤ ϱ b 1.

Using (67) and (73) in (31), and substitutinghEh ¼ hE�h h� and lX=χl*,
the long run value of hX is implicitly defined as

1þ Γ τr ; τg
� �� 	

hX

¼ 1−h
E
h ϑ; τhð Þ

� �
h ϑ; τhð Þ−χhEl −Γ τr ; τg

� �
hX
� �ϱ

χl hEl
� �� �1−ϱ

: ð75Þ

We write hX� ¼ hXðτr ; τg ;ϑ; τh; hEl Þ. The left-hand side of (75) as a
function of hX is an increasing line through the origin. For hX=0, the
right-hand side of (75) is positive (since h N hh

E +χhlE in anymeaningful
equilibrium). If ϱ N 0, it ismonotonically decreasing in hX and eventually
becomes negative. If ϱ = 0, it is a (positive) constant. Thus, whenever
ϱ ≥ 0, hX⁎ is unique.27 To prove part (vii), first note that Γ(τr, τg) is de-
creasing in both τr and τg, according to (68). Moreover, the right-hand

side of (75) is decreasing in hl
E (as l

�
is increasing in hl

E). Finally, note

from (15) that the term ð1−hE�h Þh� is proportional to ð1−hE�h ÞðhE�h Þ
β

1−β−η,
which is increasing in hE�h if and only if assumption (A3) holds. The re-
mainder of part (vii) then follows from the properties of hE�h .

Remark. If ϱ b 0, meaning that assumption (A2) is violated, the right-
hand side of (75) is strictly increasing and concave in hX, goes to −∞
for hX → 0 and approaches a strictly positive value for hX → ∞. Thus, in
this case, either two solutions or no interior solution for hX as given by
(75) exist. Two solutions means that two interior BGE exist, one stable
and one unstable (see online-appendix for a numerical example). If no
solution to (75) exists, then hX = 0 would hold in BGE.

It is easy to check that (25), (26), (31), (41), (42), (50), (52), (53),
(54), (55), (58), (59), (62)–(67), (73) and (75) are consistent with
parts (i)–(iv) of Proposition 1.

Finally, it remains to be shown that the transversality conditions (48)
and (49) hold under assumption (A1). Differentiating (45) with respect
to time and using that ḣ=0 aswell asẇh/wh= g for t→∞ implies that,
along a balanced growth path, μ

�

=μ ¼λ
�

=λþ g. From (44) and ċh/ch = g
for t → ∞ we find λ

�

=λ ¼ −σg and thus μ
�

=μ ¼ ð1−σÞg. As h becomes
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stationary, (48) holds iff limt→∞e½ð1−σÞgþn−ρ�t ¼ 0, i.e., iff (A1) holds.
Similarly, using λ

�

=λ ¼ −σg and the fact that ah grows with rate g in
the long run, we find that also (49) holds under (A1). The same is anal-
ogously true for the transversality condition associatedwith al. This con-
cludes the proof. ■

Proof of Proposition 2. Using (67) and (73) we have

HA
H

HA
L

¼ hAH
hAL

¼ hX

lX

 !1−ϱ

: ð76Þ

Substituting (76) into ~AH=~AL ¼ ðhAH=hAL Þ
1−θ
1−ϕ (recall (71)) and using

1−ϱ ¼ ðψ−1Þð1−ϕÞ
1−θ−ψðϕ−θÞ, according to (74), we obtain

AH

AL
¼

~AH

~AL
¼ hX

lX

 ! ψ−1ð Þ 1−θð Þ
1−θ−ψ ϕ−θð Þ

: ð77Þ

Substituting (42) and (64) into (59) and using 1
1−α ¼ ε−1

ψ−1, we find

~wl ¼ 1−αð Þ α
κ r þ δKð Þ
� � α

1−α ν
g

� � 1
1−ϕ

hAL
� �1−θ

1−ϕ 1þ
~AHh

X

~ALl
X

 !ψ−1
ψ

0
@

1
A

1
ψ−1

: ð78Þ

Substituting (73), (77) and lX = χl* into (78) implies that the long
run level of ~wl, denoted by ~w�

l , is given by

~w�
l ¼ 1−αð Þ α

κ r� þ δKð Þ
� � α

1−α ν
g

� � 1
1−ϕ

Γ τr ; τg
� �1−θ

1−ϕ�

hX�
� � 1−θð Þϱ

1−ϕ χl�ð Þ
1−θð Þ 1−ϱð Þ

1−ϕ 1þ hX�

χl�

 !1−ϱ
0
@

1
A

1
ψ−1

;

ð79Þ

where we used 1−ϱ ¼ ðψ−1Þð1−ϕÞ
1−θ−ψðϕ−θÞ. Defining

~W
�
l ≡ ~w�

l l
� and recalling the

definition of ϱ in (74), we find

~W
�
l ¼ ~w�

l l
� ¼ 1−αð Þ α

κ r� þ δKð Þ
� � α

1−α ν
g

� � 1
1−ϕ

Γ τr; τg
� �1−θ

1−ϕ hX�
� � 1−θð Þϱ

1−ϕ �

χ−ϱ l�ð Þ1−ϱ χl�ð Þ1−ϱ þ hX�
� �1−ϱ


 � 1
ψ−1

:

ð80Þ

Recalling both 0 ≤ ϱ b 1 and ψ N 1, according to assumption (A2),
we see that the right-hand side of (80) is increasing inhX� ¼ hXðτr; τg ;ϑ;
τh; h

E
l Þ. The result thus follows from part (vii) of Proposition 1. ■

Proof of Proposition 3. Substituting HX/LX = hX/lX and (77) into (12)
we obtain wh/wl = (hX/lX)−ϱ. Thus, the long run relative wage rate,
wh
⁎/wl

⁎, can be written as

w�
h

w�
l
¼

χl hEl
� �

h
X

τr ; τg ;ϑ; τh; h
E
l

� �
0
B@

1
CA

ϱ

: ð81Þ

Note that ϱ= 0 and ϱ N 0 are equivalent to the presumption in part
(i) and (ii), respectively. The results thus follow from part (vii) of
Proposition 1. ■
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